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Out with the old

Nagel says
time was
short for
Bergdahl

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer'The Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees discussed summer library programs and the Facility Needs
Assessment Committee's soonto-be released community survey.
Sandy Linn. CCPL's community relations coordinator, said
the summer's community programs started on June I with a
packed house for a presentation
by local attorney and author Sid
Easley. She said the children's
summer reading programs were
going well, with the four
Monday sessions being attended by an average of 140 people.
She said the evening sessions
have proved popular and parents have said they enjoy them
because it gives them a chance
to have a family outing.
Linn said Tuesday's performance of "Alice in Wonderland"
by the Hampstead Stage
Company was attended by 102
people. She said she had since
talked to Playhouse in the Park
Executive Director Lisa Cope
about collaborating to have the
company back next year for
some performances and workshops. She said Wednesday's
movie afternoon was attended
by 65 people. and she expected
next week's to be higher
because the extremely popular

By BRADLEY KLAPPER
Associated Press

II See Page 2
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In my Father's house are
many mansions: if it were not
so, I would have told you. I
go to prepare a place for you.
—John 14:2

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
The Murray McDonald's on North 12th Street closed early this morning and will remain so for most of the summer, while contractors build a new, larger McDonald's at the same site. The new store is expected to utilize
more of the block between 12th and North 13th streets. Demolish should begin this weekend and corporate
officials expect a groundbreaking on the new restaurant on Monday. The new store should open sometime in
September.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense
Secretary Chuck Hagel told lawmakers
Wednesday that last month's prisoner swap
with the Taliban may have been the "last.
best" chance to secure the release of Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl, the only U.S. soldier held
captive in Afghanistan. He said mediators
indicated time was slipping away to get
Bergdahl out safely.
Hagel, the first Obama administration
official to testify publicly about the controversial deal, told the House Armed
Services Committee that Qatari officials
warned in the days before the exchange
that "time was not on our side" and a leak
would sabotage the deal. The transfer of
five detainees at the U.S. prison in
Guantanamo Bay,Cuba,to Qatar was legal
and advanced national interests, he added.
Republicans and some Democrats have
sharply criticized the administration for
not informing Congress in advance. with
some accusing the president of breaking a
law requiring 30-day notification of any
Guantanamo prisoner release. Other questions center on whether Bergdahl deserted
and whether the U.S. gave up too much for
his freedom. Administration officials have
told Congress that four of the five Taliban
officials will likely rejoin the fight.
"We could have done a better job of
keeping you informed." Hagel acknowledged to the panel. But he called the operation an "extraordinary situation" that
combined time-sensitive concerns over
Bergdahl's health and safety. last-minute
arrangements over where to pick up the
soldier and persistent fears the Taliban
may have been negotiating in bad faith.
"We grew increasingly concerned that
any delay, or any leaks, could derail the
deal and further endanger Sgt. Bergdahl,"
Nagel said. "We were told by the Qataris
:that a leak would end the negotiations for

II See Page 2
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State budget director
says shortfall expected
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last year - leading State
Budget Director Jane Driskell
to say a shortfall is
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — "inevitable."
Kentucky's state budget direc"It's been a tough time with
tor said she expects the state to the recession." Driskell said,
end the year with a deficit Tuesday."We have alerted our
"significantly larger" than $28 agencies and we are working
million.
with them to look at all possiState economists predicted ble options to address the
Kentucky would collect $9.6 shortfall."
billion in taxes for the 2014
Because the Kentucky confiscal year that ends June 30. stitution requires the state to
As of May 31, the state has end the year with a balanced
collected $8.5 billion in taxes. budget. Democratic Gov.
meaning the state would need Steve Beshear will have to
to collect an extra Si billion in decide what to cut. It will be a
June alone to prevent a short- familiar task for Beshear. who
fall.
has had to cut $1.6 billion in
The state collected $777 mil- state spending since he took
lion in May - $16.5 million
less than it collected in May
NI See Page 2
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AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger 8 Times
GATEWAY TO THE COMMUNfTY: Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority Executive
Director Bjarne Hansen cuts the ribbon for the new Partnership for Sustainable
Communities Mufti-Use Walking Trail, a 1.25-mile-long paved path around the .See Creek
Soccer Complex. The path, was funded by the U.S. Transportation AdministratiorNivability
Grant to the Transit Authority, the city of Murray and the Parks Department.
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WEATHER
with a low around 62
Northeast wind around 7 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 83 East wind
around 7 mph
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy with a low around 67.
East southeast wind around 7
mph
Sunday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
86 South wind 7 to 10 mph
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 70 South wind 7 to 9
mph
Monday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms Partly
sunny, with a high near 86
South southwest wind 8 to 10

From Front

Bergdahl's release. We also
knew that he would be extremely vulnerable during any movement, and our military personnel conducting the handoff
would be exposed to a possible
ambush or other deadly scenarios in very dangerous territory."
But a series of classified briefings in the 11 days since the
operation has failed to answer a
growing list of questions on
Capitol Hill.
Opening Wednesday's hearing, Rep. Howard "Buck"
McKeon, R-Calif., the committee's chairman, described the
agreement with the Taliban as
"deeply troubling" result of
the
mph
Night: Partly "unprecedented negotiations
Monday
cloudy, with a low around 71. with terrorists."
McKeon, who has launched a
South southwest wind 7 to 9
committee investigation, said
mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
the deal could fuel further kida high near 89. Southwest nappings of American personwind 8 to 10 mph.
nel. And he described White
House explanations thus far
about the potential national
security implications as "mis-

Tem

Daly Forecast
llasIkea. Wulbw Sank*
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 83 West wind
3 to 7 mph.
Thursday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 66 West
northwest wind around 5 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny with a
50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms A high
near 79 North wind 6 to 8
mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,

State pension board to
discuss bankruptcy ruling

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Retirement System
Board of Trustees was scheduled to have a private meeting
Wednesday to decide whether to appeal a recent bankruptcy ruling
that could threaten the financial future of the system and its more
than 300,000 participants.
A federal bankruptcy judge ruled last month that Seven Counties,
a private community mental health center that has filed for bankruptcy, is free to leave the Kentucky Employees Retirement System.
State officials fear the decision will allow the other 12 community
mental health centers to also leave the system and require taxpayers
to cover the cost.
The Kentucky Employees Retirement System is one of five plans
administered by Kentucky Retirement Systems. It includes state
government employees and non-teaching staff at state universities. It
also includes employees of 13 community mental health centers quasi-governmental entities that joined the system decades ago in
what U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Joan Lloyd called "a legal wrinkle."
The Kentucky Employees Retirement System is the worst-funded
public pension system in the country, according to Fitch Ratings.
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From Front
office in 2007 because of
declining state revenues.
"I don't think it's anything to
be alarmed about," House
Budget chairman Rep. Rick
Rand, D-Bedford, said. "The
governor is going to have some
work to do. He has shown he is
very capable of managing these
situations."
Kentucky's revenues have
been hurt by the declines in the
coal industry. Kentucky coal
companies pay taxes based on
how much coal they pull from
the ground. As production
declines because of falling
demand, so have Kentucky tax
collections. Coal severance
taxes are down 14.6 percent this
year.

leading and oftentimes blatantly
false."
Hagel called the former
Taliban government officials
"enemy belligerents" and said
they hadn't been implicated in
any attacks against the United
States. He said Qatar, which has
promised to keep the former
Guantanamo detainees inside
the country for a year, committed to sufficient security measures that led him to decide the
risks weren't too great.
At the same time, he said, "if
any of these detainees ever try
to rejoin the fight, they would
be doing so at their own peril."
Hagel said Washington only
engaged in "indirect negotiations." He said a logistical
agreement was released May
27, four days before the
exchange, and only then did
President Barack Obama make a
final decision to move forward.
Officials learned the general
area for the handoff of Bergdahl
a day in advance and received
the precise location an hour
ahead of time, he said.

But the biggest reason for the
shortfall is the general fund's
largest source of revenue: the
individual income tax. State
officials predicted income tax
collections would grow by 2.1
percent. Instead, they have
grown by 0.5 percent.
"While disappointing, this
appears to be a trend of poor
income tax growth in several
states this fiscal year," the budget office said in a news release.
Driskell also said she anticipates a shortfall in the state's
road fund because of decreases
in state gas tax collections.
Driskell said the most recent
internal estimate predicted an
$11 million shortfall
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Special to the Ledger
Motorists should be prepared to encounter an increased level of activity along U.S. 68/KY 80 near the Eggners Ferry Bridge on Thursday.
June 12.
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans a concrete
deck pour on the new Lagoon Bridge at the west end of the site, according to Keith Todd,public information officer for the KTC's District One
and Two.
The work should start at 5 am. and create a substantial amount of
truck traffic entering and leaving the construction side. While no lane
restriction will be required on the main line of U.S.68. a nagger will be
stopping traffic from time to time to assist trucks as they make a way in
and out of the construction site, he said.
The work is expected take most of the day. Additional pours will be
scheduled in coming weeks.
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•Library...
From Front
Disney movie "Frozen- would be
playing.
Linn said the adult and teen
summer reading programs kicked
off on Saturday and were also
well-attended. Trustee Rick
Lamkin said he was glad to see the
programs going well, and Trustee
Rhonda Henderson said it was
good to see so many people attend.
Trustee Bryan Westra said the
Assessment
Needs
Facility
working to
been
e
Committe had
create its community survey and
would be meeting again on July 2.
Board Chair Teresa Betts said that
while the survey would be questioning people who use the library.
she thought the board should also
try to find a way to get the opinions of people who don't currently
use the library.
In her report on the library's
strategic plan. Library Director
Mignon Pittman said Circulation
Manager Liz Hammonds was continuing a customer service training
program that was started by the
previous circulation manager. She
also mentioned the Friends of the
Library that formed in November
and the comprehensive marketing
plan that was part of the budget
approved by the board last month
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linro more charged In case
of missing 'Tennessee student
LEXINGTON,Tenn.(AP) —
Police have charged two more
men in connection with the
2011 disappearance and slaying
of a Tennessee nursing student.
Tennessee
Bureau
of
Investigation spokesman Josh
DeVine told media outlets that
two brothers, Jeffrey Kurt
Pearcy and Mark Pearcy, face
charges of tampering with evidence and accessory after the
fact in the Holly Bobo case.
DeVine declined to release
more details, but an affidavit in
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Muhammad All waves
to a waiting crowd as
he enters a theatre
Feb. 27, 1997, in
Louisville.

All concert
to celebrate
40 years since
the 'Rumble'

Henderson County court says
investigators believe Jeffrey
Pearcy has possession or knowledge about a video that would
benefit prosecutors.
Two other men, Zachary
Adams and Jason Autry. have
pleaded not guilty to kidnapping
and murder charges.
An attorney for Jeffrey Percy
said the charges against his
client are untrue. It wasn't
immediately clear whether
Mark Percy has an attorney.

Man accused in deadly
botched holdup arraigned
BENTON, Ill. (AP) — A
southern Illinois man has pleaded not guilty to federal charges
related to a botched, deadly
bank robbery.
Twenty-nine-year-old James
Watts was arraigned Tuesday in
Benton, a week after the Cairo
man was indicted on charges of
attempted armed bank robbery
resulting in death. The charges
include special findings making
the death penalty possible if he's
convicted, though prosecutors
are weighing whether to seek
that punishment.
Watts was arrested May IS.
hours after Anita Jo Grace of
Olive Branch and Nita Jo Smith
of Wickliffe. Kentucky, were
found stabbed at Cairo's First
National Bank. Both women
died. A third worker survived.
Watts is accused of being a
felon in possession of a firearm
and remains jailed without
bond.
Watts' trial is tentatively set to
begin Aug. 4.
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Republican tea party forces
are rejoicing and the party
establishment is somber or altogether silent in the wake of House Majority Leader Eric
Cantor's
primary
defeat
Tuesday at the hands of political neophyte David Brat, an
unflinching foe of loosening
immigration laws.
Cantor conceded defeat.
telling downcast supporters,
"Obviously we came up short."
Brat and his supporters in the
ranks of the tea party were triumphant.
"This is a miracle from God,"
said the economics professor,
who toppled the second-most
powerful Republican in the
House in an upset that few, if
any, in the party's high command saw coming.

AP Photo

In this combination of Associated Press photos, House
Majority Leader Eric Cantor, R-Va.. left, and Dave Brat, right,
react after the polls close Tuesday, June 10, in Richmond, Va
Brat defeated Cantor in the Republican primary.
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Report: Grimes
did not talk coal
in DC speech

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic U.S. Senate candidate Alison Lundergan Grimes
did not mention coal in a
speech at a Washington
fundraiser
with
Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid.
according to a recording
obtained by Politico.
Grimes'
campaign said
last week she
planned to use
the event to
demand the
Senate take
to
action
invest in clean
coal technoloaims
gy. But when
she did not
mention coal in her speech,
Mitch
Sen.
Republican
McConnell's campaign questioned Grimes' commitment to
the coal industry.
Grimes campaign spokeswoman Charly Norton said
Grimes did not break her
promise because she spoke to
Reid privately about the issue.
Reid said in a statement that
Grimes has spoken with him
many times about her opposition to the Environmental
Protection Agency's new emission standards for coal-fired
power plants.
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Cy labia Jean Enoch. 55, of Paris. Tennessee.
died Tuesday. June 10, 2014 at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris.
She was born June 22, 1958 in Oxnard.
California to Preston Alexander Jewell and Loretta
Marie Rogers Jewell.
She had worked at Henry County Medical Center
and E&W Electric.
She was preceded in death by her mother, Loretta
Jewell and a sister, Gail Jewell.
Mrs. Enoch is survived by her husband, Anthony
Enoch
Enoch of Paris, whom she married on June 23,
Sharma
1993; her father, Preston Jewell of Murray; a daughter,
Wayne
stepsons
e;
Tennesse
Dover,
of
William
husband
Mathis and
and
Enoch and wife Sue of Colorado Springs,Colorado,Josh Enoch
sisters
Paris;
of
LaToya
wife
and
wife Pam of Paris, and Ben Enoch
of
Sheryl Chapman of Murray and Dada Warren and husband Allan
Ruskin, Florida; and thirteen grandchildren, Ethan Seifert, William
Chase Mathis, Natalie Enoch, Edmond Enoch, A'Nevah Enoch,
Addison
Enoch,
y
Courtne
Enoch,
Alysa
Enoch.
Cris
Ayden Enoch,
Enoch. Maycee Enoch,Alexis Enoch. and Isabella Enoch.
at
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Friday. June 13, 2014
offiWallace
Jeff
and
Wells
Ken
with
Paris
Home,
Funeral
McEvoy
n
ciating. Burial will follow in the Hillcrest Memorial Park. Visitatio
a.m.
9
after
and
2014
12,
June
,
Thursday
will be from 4-7 p.m.
Friday. June 13, 2014,at the funeral home.
com.
Online condolences may be left at www.mcevoyfunerahome.
arrangeof
charge
in
is
e,
Tennesse
Paris,
McEvoy Funeral Home.
ments.

Frances Dutt Matarazzo, 93, of Murray.
Kentucky,died Tuesday,June 10. 2014 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was born on April 28, 1921 in Columbia.
Kentucky, to Orest Cecil and Ruth Duff Summers
Hamilton.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church
of Murray. She was a retired mathematics teacher
of 45 years.
She was preceded in death by her parents and
brother, Robert Cecil Hamilton.
one
Matarazzo
Mrs. Matarazzo is survived by her husband.
Salvatore M. Matarazzo of Murray. They were married Aug. 21,
1949 in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. She is also survived by two
daughters, Mary Duff Bryant and husband William, and Sally Clay
Hopkins and husband Warren;four grandchildren, Matthew William
Bryant, Amelia Ruth Bryant Shakocius, Robert Keith Hopkins and
Daniel James Hopkins; and two great-grandchildren.
Memorial services will be at 10 a.m. Saturday, June 14, 2014 at
First Presbyterian Church. Visitation will be Saturday,June 14,2014
at the church from 9 a.m. until the service hour.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian
Church Building Fund, 1601 Main Street, Murray,KY 42071 or the
Salvatore and Frances Hamilton Matarazzo Scholarship Fund.
Murray State University,Office of Development,200 Heritage Hall.
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfunerahome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

II,
Rebecca Mott.61,of Murray. Kentucky. died Wednesday,June
home.
her
2014, at
Arrangements are incomplete at this time: J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge.

reporting that three subjects were
allegedly attempting to break into
a residence at 1400 Michelle
Drive in Murray. Upon officer
arrival, a juvenile was reported to
have exited the residence and
attempted to flee. The juvenile
was detained and charged with
Burglary 2nd degree, police said.
While officers were outside,
evidence of a possible marijuana

Staff Report
"[he Murray Police Department
charged one juvenile with seconddegree burglary and one adult
male with marijuana cultivation
Tuesday after responding to a
reported burglary on Michelle
Drive.
MPD said that in the early
morning hours on Tuesday, officers received an anonymous call

growing operation was reportedly
observed.
John Prine, 48, of Murray was
charged with cultivation of marijuana (over 5 plants) and possession of drug paraphernalia and
was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. The investigation is
continuing by MPD.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County

305 South 12th Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-7-141 f

with Soup, Sahul & Dessert Bar

Donna K. Boyd Canterberry,61,of
Cobb County Hospice.
ly of Murray. Kentucky,died June 4,2014 at
Douglasville.
Orville Boyd
She was born Aug. 30, 1952 in Murray, Kentucky.to
Boyd.
Lovins
Eulala
and
her beloved son,
She was preceded in death by her parents and
y.
Jimmy Dee McKinne
ty, Donna
After securing her education at Murray State Universi
Texas.
in
Dallas,
paralegal
a
as
career
left Murray in 1981 to pursue a
by the
d
was
employe
she
where
Georgia,
Atlanta.
She later moved to
there for 20
remained
and
Farnham
&
Eckles
Drew,
of
firm
law
years. She then took her skills to the Georgia Regional
s
Transportation Authority where she reorganized office procedure
an
nal,
a
was
professio
She
ters.
headquar
Atlanta
the
in
protocol
and
Pink
entrepreneur and a sales person for her website. The
Chandelier.
Donna is survived by her husband,Joseph Canterberry and a brothand
er, Joe Ed McKinney. She had many cousins in the Murray
She
friend.
and
mother
,
daughter
beloved
a
was
Paducah area. She
her.
w ill be dearly missed by all those who had the privilege to know
pendare
ments
Arrange
.
cremated
As per her wishes, she will be
ing and graveside services will be announced at a later date.
West George Crematory, Austell, Georgia is in charge of arrange-
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new federal report says sex
crimes reported at American
colleges and universities went
up in the last decade even as
crime
campus
overall
decreased.
The report Tuesday from the
Education Department says
3,330 forcible sex offenses on
college campuses were reported
in 2011. The report says that's a
roughly 52 percent increase
from the 2,200 reported in
2001. The number of crimes in
every other category, such as
burglary, declined during the
same period.
The report primarily focuses
on crime at elementary and
high schools. It says the percentage of students who report
being victims of a crime has
gone down in the last two
decade.

Donna K. Boyd CanterberryDouglasville.Georgia,former-
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at U.S. colleges
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Sharon Ann Stokes,63,of Hazel, Kentucky,died June II 2014,at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home in downtown
Murray.
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Three individuals face drug
charges after MPD investigation
Staff Report
Three individuals are facing
drug-related charges after a
Murray Police Department
investigation.
According to MPD, the
agency was advised on Saturday
of a possible working methampbetamine lab at 803 Hurt
Drive. Upon further investigation, a methamphetamine lab
and other drugs were reported
located inside the residence by
MPD officers. •
Three individuals were arrested for the following charges:
• Shawn L Davis, 39, of
Dexter, was charged with
Manufacturing
Methamphetamine 2nd offense;
Wanton Endangerment 1st
degree; Possession of a controlled substance 1st degree
(methamphetamine);
of
Drug
Possession
Paraphernalia; Manufacturing
and
Drug
Paraphernalia

For only

.43.01 - 032
.107.811+ 2.18

Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
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for only $1 per day.
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Tampering with physical evidence.
• Kenneth R. Vickery, 38, of
Murray. was charged with
Manufacturing
Methamphetamine 1st offense:
Wanton Endangerment 1st
degree: Possession of marijuana
Drug
of
Possession
Paraphernalia; and Possession
controlled substance 1st degree
(methamphetamine).
• Tracy Nichols. 39, of
Murray, was charged with
Unlawful Distribution of a meth
offense:
1st
precursor
Manufacturing
Methamphetamine 1st offense:
Possession of controlled substance 1st offense (methamphetamine); Wanton endangerment
1st degree; Possession of Drug
paraphernalia.
All three were lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Cleveland F. Foy,81,of Murray, Kentucky, formerly of the Lynn Grove community,died Sunday,
June 8, 2014 at Spring Creek Health Care in
Murray.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m.Thursday,June
12, 2014 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. John Sheppard officiating. Burial will follow
in the Salem Cemetery.
He was born Feb. 23, 1933 in Palmersville,
Tennessee, to James Wesley and Nancy Watts Foy.
He retired after 32 years of service with Murray
Foy
State University in the Facility Maintenance
Baptist Church.
Department. He was a member of Salem
his wife, Fay Paschall
parents;
his
by
He was preceded in death
brother, L.C. Foy and
a
Sadler;
Corine
and
Bruce
Foy; sisters Helen
n.
Robertso
Tony
grandson
s, Patricia Robertson and husMr. Foy is survived by two daughter
husband Herb, all of Murray;
and
k
Frederic
Paula
and
band Steve,
Kentucky,Janis Hawks and
four sisters,Sue Bynum of Water Valley,
Hamilton.and Ann Barber,
June
e,
Tennesse
husband Dale of Martin,
eight great-grandchildren
ldren,
grandchi
five
Valley;
both of Water
andchild.
-great-gr
great
one
and
Salem Baptist Church
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
40271.
KY
Murray,
W.,
94
KY
9263
Cemetery Fund,
lOnline condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfunera

Rosanna Miller. 83, of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday. June
11,2014 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Ladies VFW to meet
Ladies Auxiliary VFW Post 6291 will hold its
monthly meeting Thursday, June 12, at 7 p.m.
at the National Guard Armory on KY 121 N. An
informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will
be at 6:30 p.m. For more information call
Loretta Ban-ow at 270-489-2436.

ursday,June
Home with
will follow
•almersville.
y Watts Foy.
ith Murray
aintenance
h.
ay Paschall
.C. Foy and

Knit-wits will meet Friday
Datebook

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday. June
13, at 1 p.m., in the Community Room of the
Martha
Finney Andrus, Calloway County Public Library. Knitters and
Community
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more
editor
information call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Need Line Board to meet

son and hus1 of Murray:
Hawks and
Ann Barber,
:randchildren

Mr.and Mrs. Harold Finn
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Finn, of Murray, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, June 14,2014.
Harold Finn of Jerseyville, Illinois, and Carol Breitwiser of
Shipman. Illinois, were married June 14, 1964 at the Shipman
United Methodist Church.
They are the parents of three children, Kristin Flanagan of Olney,
Illinois; Kari Dickinson of St. Louis, Missouri; and Kevin Finn of
Denver,Colorado. They have six grandchildren, Halley. Kaitlyn and
Braden Flanagan, Reid and Olivia Dickinson and Sawyer Finn.
There will be a family celebration in the Smoky Mountains later
in the summer.
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Page Block of Cincinnati. Ohio and Arthur Buechter of Chicago.
Illinois, announce the engagement of their daughter, Victoria "Tori"
Barrett Buechter to Rhett Daniel Clark, son of Michael and Cathy
Clark of Murray.
Miss Buechter is the granddaughter of kVilliam and Dorothy
Beyersdoerfer of Fort Thomas, Kentucky and William and Ginny
Buechter of Fairfield, Ohio. She is a 2003 graduate of Cincinnati
State sk ith a degree in horticulture. She is employed as a landscape
designer ssith Righmay Garden Center of Burlington, Kentucky.
Mr. Clark is the grandson of Elmer and Betty Roberson of
Theodosia. Missouri and the late Eugene and Elizabeth Clark of
Toledo. Ohio. lie is a 2(103 graduate of Murray High School and a
2011 graduate of MUITa) State University with a degree in recreational therapy and a minor in youth and non profit leadership. He
is pursuing a master's degree at Northern Kentucky University.
The NA edding v, ill he Saturday. Nos ember I . 2014 at the Brown
County State Park. Nash s inc. Indiana. Ins nations are being sent.
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bleshooting procedures such as
non-responsive programs and
The Calloway County Public
using Ctl+Alt+Delete.
Library will offer the following
*Thursday, June 19, 12:30classes for the remainder of
2:30 p.m. - Computer Basics for
June. All classes are free of
Beginners Session - Internet
charge, however, pre-registraBasics - This session will be an
tion is required. Class space is
introduction to the internet and
limited and is filled on a firstemail accounts. The class will
come, first-serve basis. The
discuss common terminology
classes are taught by technology
for internet use such as web
assistant, Dominique May. To
browser, downloading, uploadregister, contact the library at
ing and search engine. The ,
270-753-2288.
classs will also teach you how to
The schedule is as follows:
surf the internet and identify
*Tuesday. June 17, 5-7 p.m. common problems that show up
Advanced Computer Session when searching.
Computer Maintenance and
*Tuesday. June 24, 5-7 p.m. Repair - This session will be an
Advanced Computer Session introduction to computer mainUsing the Internet advanced tenance and repair. In this sesThis session will be an advanced
sion you will learn the followsession on using the internet
ing: when and how to do a backbuilding on the previous lesson.
up; when and how to do a
The class will teach you the foldefragment of your computer;
lowing: Cache (learn what the
when and how to restore your
cache is and how its settings can
computer: and basic troudetermine how much memory is
used on your computer history,
find in page command, saving a
411LN *
web page, saving an image,
`It
changing screen fonts, toggling.
bookmarks and favorites, printing options, setting home page
and keyboard shortcuts.
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The Need Line Board will meet Monday, June 16, at 12:30 p.m.
at the Need Line office, 509 North Eighth Street.

Bridger Chapter to meet in Cadiz
The Joseph Bridger Chapter, Colonial Dames XVII Century will
meet at noon Saturday, June 14, at the Trigg County Extension
Office. Martha Maxfield will present a program on the Huguenots.
A potluck luncheon will be served. Chapter members reside
throughout western Kentucky. Contact Mary Sue Hubbard for more
information, 270-293-2616.

Legion to conduct flag retirement
American Legion Post 73, of Murray, will conduct a flag retirement ceremony at 3 p.m., Saturday,June 14,at the Legion Veterans'
Hall, 310 Bee Creek Drive. The Father Mattingly Fourth Degree
Assembly of the Knights of Columbus will co-sponsor and present
a retirement ceremony also. Anyone with worn or torn American
flags can bring them to the Post by 2:30 p.m. Saturday. June 14,and
they will be retired during the ceremony. Cloth flags will be burned
and nylon/rayon flags will be rendered unserviceable and bagged.
Anyone with questions can call the Post message board. 270-7618728 and your call will be returned or contact Mark Kennedy, 270752-3333. The public is invited and encouraged to attend.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to hold meeting
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, June .12, at 7 p.m. at the Caring and Sharing
Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to
attend. For more information call Sylvia Canon at 270-753-4934 or
Rob Sorg, Flotilla commander at 270-226-5235.
,

Kirksey W.O.W. to meet at park
Kirksey Woodmen of the World Chapter 170 will meet at 6 p.m.
Friday. June 13, at the Kirksey ball park to cheer on the team if the
weather permits. Call Marilynn, 270-489-6251 for more information.

Golden Pond reunion to be held
The annual Golden Pond area school reunion will be Saturday.
June 14, beginning at 10 a.m. at the Fenton Airport Pavillion in
Land Betweenthe Lakes. A potluck picnic will be at noon. Former
faculty members and students of all the area school are invited to
join. For more information,contact Joann Harvey. 270-522-3956 or
Faye Oakley, 270-271-2200.

Curd Cemetery meeting phgrmed
The annual meeting of the Curd Cemetery will be Saturday, June
14, at 10 a.m. Anyone who is interested in the care of the cemetery
should attend this meeting. The cemetery is located on Brownie
Road. Please bring a chair. For more information, call 270-2934939.

Movies in the Park to begin
Movies in the Park, hosted by Harvest Land City Gate, will begin
their tenth year. Movies being shown for June are: Tangled - June
13; Soul Surfer - June 20; UP- June 27. Movies will start at dark at
Central Park amphitheater with hotdogs, popcorn and drinks being
served. Games and activities will begin at 7:30 p.m. For more information, visit the website, www.myhlmi.com or call the church,270759-5107.

Purchase Fair pageant to be held
The Jackson Purchase District Fair Fairest of the Fair pageants
will be Sunday. June 15, at Mayfield High School, 700 Douhitt
Street, Mayfield. The doors open at 12:30 p.m. and the pageant
begins at 2 p.m. There are many age divisions for both boys and
information
girls. Forms and
can
at
be found
www.cityofmayfield.org/Home.html or by calling Mayfield City
Hall, 270-251-6251.

Glorybound entertainment to meet
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday.
June 13,from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will be The Hallelujah Singers
and Roxanne Kaler. The public is invited. For more information call
Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124 or Pat Leah at 270-227-8833.

Book Club to meet Sunday
The Fort Donelson Book Club, Murray Group, will meet Sunday.
June IS. at 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The
group continues with a discussion of Eric Foner's, A Short History
of Reconstruction. A limited number of free copies are available at
the library.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held
The Downtown Farmers Market continues its 16th season on the
south side of Murray's court square. Over 30 vendors are expected
offering this week homegrown lettuce, squash, onions, tomatoes,
green beans, and blueberries along with farm raised meats, fresh
bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry and textiles. For
vendor information,contact Deanna Wright at Murray Main Street.
270-759-9474.

Reformers'Unanimous meet Friday
Refonvers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 270-753-1834.

Cemetery seeking donations
Donations for the maintenance of North Pleasant Grove Cemetery
may be sent to Julia Cain, 2200 Erwin Road, Murray. Note the
change of address.
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LEGAL NOTICE

Inspection Period for Property Tax Assessment
n from June
The Calloway County real property tax roll will he opened for inspectio
on of
supervisi
the
roll
under
tax
the
inspect
may
person
Any
27
June
12 through
the Property Valuation Administrator or one of the deputies
taxes
The is the January 1, 2014 assessment on which state, county and school
r 15, 2014. The
Septembe
around
mailed
be
will
bills
Tax
based
be
will
2014
from
the Calloway
tax roll is in the office of the Property Valuation Administrator in
& 4:00pm
County Courthouse and may be inspected between the hours of 8:30am

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following
information and supporting data may be inspected
by the general public at the Dexter-Almo Heights
Water District, 351 Almo Rd., Almo, KY 42020
during regular business hours on the 1st - 10th day
of each month.
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District
Board Members

by the PVA
Any taxpayer desiring to appeal an assessment on real property made
confermust first request a conference with the PVA or a designated deputy. The
still
ence may be held prior to or during the inspection period. Any taxpayer
with the PVA or
aggrieved by an assessment on real property, after the conference
Appeals.
designated deputy, may appeal to the County Board of A.ssessment

Chairperson/Commissioner
Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor Lane
Almo, KY 42020

a letter or
The taxpayer can appeal his assessment by filing in person or sending
property and
other wntten petition stating the reason for appeal, identifying the
stating the taxpayer's opinion of the fair cash value of the property.

Commonwealth of Kentucky, Cabinet for Health and Family
Services v Father Unknown, Mother Unknown

in the Interest of
Case No

Calloway Fan* Coral 14-AD-001)318

to
I was net appointed by the Court to represent you in this case My only duty is
to the Petition n
response
a
file
to
wish
you
If
suit
the
of
pendency
the
of
you
with/
to
attempt
date of
this(-ASP, you may contact me for a copy of the Petition You have fifty (50)days. frorn the fie.
°°Y 04 your own choosing you wish. and
roy appontment(June 2.2014)to °Man an
should be
Dr have Ned on your behalf, a response to the Rebtrn Ned agartst you Any respcnse
opposing
'nailed to Or filed with the Calloway Circuit Coon Clerk's Offre with a copy to all
not respond to tie
•ittorneys as well as a copy to myself as Wamng Order Attorney If you do
as a matter
Petition within fifty (50) days tie allegations of the Pettbon may be deemed admitted
- law and a Judgrrent may be entered against you by the Court
II vou would like to be represented n these matters by an attoiney, and you cannot
You may request
ifford to hire your own attorney you may quMy for a court-apponted attorney
court-appointed attorney trough the Calloway County Circurt Cterk s Office

Receipts.
Water Revenues
Other Revenues
Contrib. in Aid of Constr.
Interest
Total Receipts

$192,825
1,199
103.956
23
$298,003

Expenditures.
Water Purchases
System Operation & Maint
Administrative Cost
Additions to Waterworks Syst,
Debt Retirement (Principal &
Total Expenditures

$67,135
74.881
37,703
98,468
14.866
$ 293,053
$68.204
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Chris hiendrcks.
Attorney at Law PLLC
020
Notice

Mace

Papa Smurf
Storage

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
103 Vorti fhird. St. sources reliable, but
Murray, 'KY 42071
inaccuracies do occur
14-cw s hoirylits hours' Readers using this
T'hurs, 'Fri 1-• Sat' information do so at
io7lin to 572it
their own risk. Although
persons and compa25% OTT/
nies mentioned herein
furntrer,s
are believed to be repgi•SSWOril,
,Morel
Visor 411
utable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
SALE 40% to 60%
any of its employees
Embroidery for you. accept any responsibilto ity whatsoever for their
Murray
From
Midway
activities.
641S turn right, 1828W
2M turn left at
Bakerscross Rd.
Everything 40% to 75%
Off. Sale Wednesday,
Thursday. 10-6
270-752-0117.
V-FFV,"Dc

1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
•24 7 Survedlanc,
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

SINGER
SALES 10 VAC
JUKI. JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at $79
G.E. Financing
000-C $ 12th

061-Air Canter
(270)753-5323

a
a
a
a

REX'S Worm Farm
4600 rvan Cobb Rd
270-436-2189
worms, nightred
crawlers, was worms,
meal worms OPEN
24/7

FOR

fVERYT"'"

get him a subscription to the
MLJRRAI

LOGER&TIMES
a
Local Mail
Home Delivery
1( alto*.
a
$30.00
3 mo.
3
a
6
6 mo.
a
$105.00
1 yr.
$105.00 a
1 yr

LAKE Way Nursing
and Rehad Center now
has a full-time position
for a dietary cook/aide
for nursing home environment Must be able
to work days, afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at Lake
and
Nursing
Way
Rehab Center 2607
Main Street Benton, KY
NO phone calls please
EOE/AAE

a
Rest of KY/TN
3 mo

$70.50

1 yr..

$120.110

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
—$75.011
3 mo...

6

Check

Money Order

yr..........—&145.00
Visa

M/C

Name
St. Address
City. .
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or rail (270) 7113-1914
S.

I

QUEEN City College is
coming to Paris TNI
Now accepting applications for full time
Cosmetology
Instructor. Expenenced
preferred. Must have
valid TN Cosmetotogy
License
Instructor
to
resume
Send
dcc 15940gmail corn

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-20-2014 TO 11-20-2014 KY0527857
BB&B TOBACCO GROWERS., MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED. ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-15-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0528992
COLEMAN FARMS,LLC, MURRAY, KY
6 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
ed
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guarante
this
in
d
containe
work
all
for
minimum
as a
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT COMRETED. TRANSPORT DAILY
TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION
STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-7823079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE.
TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.
POST EMPLOYMENT.
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Eyecare Specialties

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
*Eyeglasses
Murray
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.corn
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

$61.254

060

1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1 @ mu rray-ky.net

060

Beginning Cash Balance
January 1,2013

Ending Cash Balance
December 31, 2013

55013

Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: kritterkareboarding@yahoo.com

EOE,

DISCLA

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Sxr.viely

020

.Our home or yours
.Reliable
•References Available
•Affordable
,
.Safe & Loving Environment
at

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District
For Fiscal Period
January 1.2013 to December 31, 2013

at
To the Unknown Mother and Unimawri Father of Baby Boy John Doe born March 17. 2014.
Murray Calloway-County Hospital
I have been apponted as Warning Order Attorney by tie Calloway CiroJit Court
pendency of
F amily Court Division by Order dated June 2, 2014. to notify you of the nature and
in acbon Ned agarst you n the Calloway Family Court This acbon a brought by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, Catiret tor Hear and Farnty Services

Anima/ Boarding and House Calls

, Embroidery &
Screen Printing
& What You Ordered
Time
on
Always

Thank you for your business'

Secretary/Commissioner
Pat Paschall
75 Lindsey Lane
Almo, KY 42020

(2701753-3482.
For questions, or to request and appeal, you may call our office at

Batv Boy Jonn Doe

Kritter Kam

Treasurer/Commissioner
Charles Boren
3988 Radio Road
Alma, KY 42020

one work day
The appeal must be filed with the County Clerk's office no later than
following the conclusion of the inspection period.
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IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? If so. please send resume to
jdavid@int-grp.com or call 270-767-2518
An equal opporturirly employer
Post-offer drug screen 8 background check required
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-18-2014 TO 12-50-2014 KY0528985
H & C FARMS. MURRAY, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/stale min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED. ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMRETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST. POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-16-2014 TO 12-15-2014 KY0528518
CHASE FUTRELL FARMS. MURRAY. KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal,state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE $10 10/HR 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST. POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-05-2014 KY0528510
NELSON KEY, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO,
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE $10 10/HR
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT CCMPLETED TRANSPORT DAILY
TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION
STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO
SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST. POST EMPLOYMENT

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
Materials
FEDERAL
Company has immediate openings CDL
necessary Safe driving
record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT.
and much more Apply
In person at any location.
NO PHONE CALLS.
Jasmine is searching
Positions are available
for new cooks Please
in Paducah, Calvert.
come in and apply at
Murray. Cadiz,
our Murray location
For more information. Princeton,Mayfield
at
more
call
Learn
please
vnyvvi fmc 1 corn
270.761 8424

AideNurse
PRN
Prefer experience but
will train, Must entoy
workingwith the elderly,
be flexible and dependable
Full-time Cook- Prefer
experience- must be
dependable and envoy
working with the elderly
Please Apply within 0
1505 Stadium View
Drive, Murray, KY EOE
SHEET metal (Duct
(Service
installers)
Tech's) Call 270-4421313

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-25-2014 TO 12-19-2014 KY0527731
SOUTHWEST FARMS, MURRAY. KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/slate min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO, &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE $10 10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST T)WSPORTAT)ON AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT CONPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST. POST EMPLOYMENT.

Position -nue Plant Production Supervisor
Location Kenlake foods in Murray, KY
Position Summary
Responsible for planning, coordinating and supervising
daily activities of assigned department (maintenance,
operations warehouse) to ensure efficient operations
Responsible for ensuring all tasks performed by associates and others are performed safely. efficiently and
accurately to maintain and improve the performance of
the entire plant n the areas of Safety. Quality and
Reliability (SOR) Role model and demonstrate the
company's core values of respect, honesty integnty.
diversity inclusion and safety of others
Requirements
-Bachelors Degree
-3-5 years of expenence in food manufactonng
• Thorough knowledge of department operations and
procedures
-Basic math and computer skills required
•Strong verbal and written communication skills
-Ability to understand complex verbal and written
Instructions
Must apply online via robs kroger corn

Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers. millwrights. pipe fitters, pipe welders.
operators, crane operators, field engineers,
foreman and supenntendents for heavy industrial
wOrk. MSHA training is helpful but riot required
EOE. Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hopkinsvae,
KY 42240 or email resumes to
ctuehier0robrieoncoristidjontaxn
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Ade Pets

CCS

South Hazel TN 3bed
room 2 bath, C/H/A
270-492-8526

USED TIRES
11. 15 16 inch

AMAZING
GREEN CLEA

SOLUTIONS

Starting at S20

•V-A

Become a Part of the Solutkm!

mounted

CORRECT CARE

Correct Care Solutions is currently seeking topnotch healthcare professionals to loin our team

10 a.m.
9tm
'.9 ant.
12 p.m.

Tut lp.m.
-..12 p.m
.11p.m.

Medical Director/Physician - Kentucky State
Penitentiary located in Eddyville, KYFull Time (40firsiwk)
Medical Director/Physician - Western KY
Correctional Complex located in Fredonia, KYPan Time (8hrs/wki
Medical Director/Physician - Green River
Correctional Complex located in Central City,
KY- Part Time (16hrsiwk)
RN's and LPN's -PAN

ur
:27

We offer generous compensation and a benefits
package which includes medical, dental, vision,
401K, FSA, tuition reimbursement and more.
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at www.correctcaresolutions.com/careers
CCS is an EEO Employer

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required
270-753
4109
1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
3BR, 2 1/2 BA
907 B N 20th
$800/ month

3bath 2500 sq.
ft, $1000 rent, $1000
dpst 1 small pet only,
1802 Valley Dr Apt B
270-753-8242

4 bdrm

902A N 20th St
2BR 2 BA
Fenced backyard
$700/mo
270-753-5344

mums* aim.0,46,41

kr inertaim.estowtily
Oehlint& my*/
remodeled.

Comswical Prop. For Rent
2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space

8
ng

Toyota of Hopkinsville is looking for
qualified Customer Sales Reps for our
Candidates must have excellent
communications and selling skills, PC
computer proficiency, and neat
professional appearance, as well as
some knowledge of an automobile.

Ities
18S 12th
Murray
759-2500

• are corn

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

very successful Sales Department.

rdered
ray

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Our Service Dept has an opening NI a
Lubrication Technician. This is an entrylevel position offering quick advancement
opportunities for the right person.
Experience is a plus, but not a requirement. Ongoing training is provided.

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1833 ext 283
This/MWWINIOI

O

JO

Email work history and personal data to:
jamesmartinatoyotaofhopkinsville COm
Wanted

EOE, All inquires are confidential
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When accessing the
"help wanted" section
sin our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will he redirected
to Johnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings sill appear on
this wehsi(e
However. as a national
pietistic, not all Listings
sin the iohnetworiccom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank ,
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Want to Buy
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
amoslamb82@gmail c
om
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS. AIR CONDITIONERS.
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

PAYING $20

and up
for old silver dollars
270-293-6999

OPENING for HVAC/R
Technician, min 3 years
150
KY
experience.
Articles
Journeyman
HVAC
For Sale
License. EPA License
and
clean
driving 4 year old 3 person spa
record
required
1190 gallons) 21 lets,
Excellent pay & bene- always
maintained,
fits. Send resume & refgood condition $2000
erences to J&M A/C will
consider trades
and Refrigeration. LLC. Call
or text 270-227610 Oak Grove Rd.
7175
Benton, KY 42025.
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
Product Specialist
Auto accessories comWe PAY top $$$
pany
accepting
for your coins
resumes forqualified
We
SELL coins
individuals to loin team
money
paper
&
Tasks include addition
of new products to
*Coin Appraisal
website, updating vehiO Trends-o-Treasures
cle fitment information,
Murray KY. 270-753-4161
ability to wnte content
Dr Fuhrmann
and image editing
Content Straw $3 50/ bale
writing/Automotive (270)753-4582, 270background a plus
227-7352
Intermediate
to
Temporary electric pole
advanced writing and
with meter base and
computer skills Mail
breaker box with two
resume
Revel
20 amp breakers $150
Enterprises, 2814 West
Call or text 270-227Wood Street. Pans TN
7175
38242
Appliances

Retired Nurse will care
for sick or elderly
person, any hours
call 270.227.6594
WILL sit with loved
ones in home, nursing
home
or
hospital,
Excellent References.
Please Call Linda
731-247-3127,
731-363-0080
090

Dowse* & Childcare
BABY-SITTER has 2
openings for children
under age
$2500
per child/day. Clean,
non-smoking, healthy
environment

5

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Triton
V
176
Magnum
90hp
Evinrude
E-tech
loaded/excellent condition $9,200

MEV/

apartment in
Hazel
$550 00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211
Newly decorated 1BR,
1BA apartment. C/H/A,
located in the county,
no pets. $400/mo rent,
$400 deposit. One year
lease required. 270293-7019
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
Two Bedroom Duplex.
with C/H/AC. All appliances furnished. NO
Pets
VERY nice 4BR, 28A.
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Houses For Rent

270-768-7084

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
L.A.N1ING
MULCHING

270-7534984
clean up / body work'
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

YOUR Ab
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH,
CALL 753-1916

380

Pets & Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate adsertised herein
is subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes ii
illegal to advertise an'.' preter•
ence. limitation or discnminanon based On race, color. reh
won. sex, handicap. iamilral qatus sir national origin, or intention to make ails such prefer
enc.., limitations sir diurimina
Iron

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Adsertising requireinenh, iontact NAAIons-el
Rene P %lam,17031 t48-1t100.

N•11.1 ...111•116
OPPOP•V•Ftv

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &

DEBRIS REMOVAL

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling

Lots For Rent
Manufactured Home
Lots for rent in Riviera
Courts 270-753-3280

3 Bedroom2 Bath
All Appliances, Deck.
Storage
Carport,
Building. Available July
23rd
$925 month. 1501
Story Ave. 270-2939493, 270-759-5885
3 BR 28A. State Line
Rd East, near Hazel.
No pets. C/H/A.
770 298.3398

(270)753-1713
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185 (270)2934121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set NEW in plastic $195 Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

wide apartrnen
stove 270-227-7927

Welter's Lawn Service

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil

10% Senior Citizen
Discount

& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 7533633

Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's tree

Reliable Free Estimate

(270)293-7220

812 WhItn•ll Ave.

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

'If you

*Trimming
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

GARLAND
RENTAL
got it, we can store it"

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland

Attetttiont

Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Ask about our
Display ad

specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
T53-1916

• weekly & special picku
• locally

owned/operated

410

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Residential A
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406
ALL
floonnig•clecks•windows•roofing•garage
doors-and so much
more! Call today for a
. free quote. Nadeau
Construction "Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction". 270-9782111 or 270-227-0067

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Senice on all
major brands
Licensed & lusired

Public Sale

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All 'Your Septic Needs

4iandyrnan Senrk:es
•Yard Work

•Gutters cleaned
*Home Repairs
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

KENTL1CKYLAKE
REMODELING.QQM
•flotne Improvements
*Bath B Kitchen

Drywall Painting,
qnsureci.Sr Discount
-Free Estimates
Wernher 01Angies List

Hams For Sok

AUCTION • AUCTION • AUCTION
Saturday, June 21st 2014 @ 10:00 AM
Location: 2776 State Line Rd. W., Hazel, KY 42049
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Come Home..
To a quality-built house on a
quiet cul-de-sac in Gatesboro.
3,000 sqft on 3/4 treed acre lot.
Four large bedrooms, 3 full baths,
screened-in back porch. Hardwood,
carpet, permastone & tile throughout.
1100 Berkshire Court
Drive by and give us a call:
270.753.5615 or 270.283.2963

270-436-5959
LIGHT backhue,

light bushhogging,
tilling, yard drainage
carpentry &
construction 270-4366400
See us at
yvwyv brownconstuction org

Greg Mansfield

IL SPI2.11,44
.
4,

TF•4537
It :
11 ,ti EST
MICHAEL HARRIS. Broker/Auctioneer • SF 04537
KERMIT!. HARRIS. &roger,Aoctinover • It 05424 3455 St Pt 45 NOrtti• Maylmod: KY 42014
2628 Cox Still Rd.• Hopitmsw did KT 32210
KEN BOLINGER. Realtor'Auctioneer

rrlION

270-247-3253

800-380-4318

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY JUNE 14TH 2014 10:00 AM
THE DAN MILLER AUCTION BARN
493 BROWNS GROVE ROAD MURRAY, KY 42071
LYNN GROVE COMMUNITY

By appointment only
or Ancpiar•Av

VERY Nice 3bd/lba
house, next to MSU.
Pet welcome, C/H/A,
appliances,
Own
$700 00/deposit
1604 Main St
270-327-3250

HOUSE FOR SALE
1954SqFt, 3BR

2 BA

Whole-house generator,
Screened porch

Security System

Shop & Barn
8.3 Acres available

Nice dresser w/ mirror from the old National Hotel in Murray, tin
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance

6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Don I spend you, money out of
state keep it local,
(270)

293-8480

door pie safe, nice secretary with claw feet. oak wash stand, nice
table and 4 chairs w/ leaf, small wood secretary, bookshelves,
white glass door

cabinet, corner shelf, sofa, odd chairs, 4 ladder

back chairs, end tables, sewing machine, fern stand, old mentle
clock, wash stand with bowl and pitcher, china, crystal, despression glass, flat ware, brass/marble 3 tear stand, flat top trunk, small
camel back trunk, odd bed, stools, pictures, lamps, 2 Ryan Milk
Co. clocks (both work), Turner milk clock, 3 freezers, pocket

Storage Rentals

MITCHELL

knives, 1952 Tiger annual, 1954-58 MSU shields, carnival glass.

PAWNG

tools, Gilson tiller, push mower, yard cart, rastus, car ramps, pond

misc dishes, kitchen utensils, fruit jars, 2 anvils, garden and hand

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

•rk-i

2585 Crossland Road
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

$230,000
270.753.8920

Cniwr ri 121 S & Cleindakt.

101115s

isxle&
(270) 436-2524

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.1 nside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

slip, Sthil line trimmer, electric kerosene heater v ill-) blower, lawn
furniture, log chains, 4 foot steel wheels, several items out of the

*Seal

Donald Crawford Service Station in Lynn Grove, much more...
Licensed-Insured

40,i,rs exrionenre

Terms of auction: Cash or good check with proper ID

(270)759-0501
New 2-4
Bedroom
Riverflold Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals

homes In

BEAUTIFUL home in
Canterberry on Oxford
Dr 1501
270-293-5551,
270-227-2668

293-7872

720 S. 4TH ST.

Lew & Garden

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

Well Pump Service

2 or

38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent corn
/properties

MINI
SETORAGE
.___.,1111111 I
nh
All Size Units

753-3853

Gary 270-227-0420
2 bedroom 2 bath
Lake Front Property
Private Dock
$900 mth. 1 year lease
270-252-4035

OHM

*24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

*Removal
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work

lX1
CONSISTENCY
ED.
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-111111.

(270) 759-0890

270-293-4021t

w.hilleleetnc.com

State lass torbid discnmination
in the sale, rental sir advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those printer red
under tederal
Pie sill know ingls avert ani
ad,ertising tor real ,state which
is not in siolation of the lain All
persons are herets intomied
that all dwellings ad% erteed are
at ankle on an equal opportunitA basis.

lama C. Minn
W WW.13ECLI.C.NET

Call Kevin at

Auto Shop

INGNstriaUtsuuserciaUtestesellal

02

270-492-8006

LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby 270227.9027

aikek,

WARD ELKINS

605E South 12th St

HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270 853 3140
20 inch

Boats

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Free estimates

Real Estate
Both positions offer great earnings and
benefits in a drug-free environment for
enthusiastic, hard-working candidates.

•Referevres

vreoreteelloe po,r‘iA4

un4/ 4v/A..4

-7

eivrotessAvui
ts•

602 Maple Street

(270)485-6122
Toyota Employment Opportunities.

Call 753-5606

YEARRYS Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free ash
mates 436-2562 2270267

676 Walston Road
4BR. 3 full baths, large
all purpose room, nice
appliances. 2 heating
units, hardwood &
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings Must see!
270-753-5344
Beautiful home in
Canterbury
1501 Oxford Dr
270270227-2668,
293-5551

CHECK out this baby
dolll. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/H/A
Covered porches,
storage bldg. new
paint, surveyed propertY
Lots of extras
$14,750 00
With reasonable offer,
you can own el East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY. 270-7536012

Not responsible for accidents.

Lunch available.

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

For more Information and your auction needs contact:

Over 28 Years
Experience

Darrell Eieane KY Auctioneer Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

91,51anle4Hand NM&

Terry D Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Ai irtioneer license #6684 TN Firm 45816
270-767-9923

"I'RAV IS
titg-sivali,"Mit
stripine
,,as al nirt-S.Itto
iNN IR SN
170- 193-4256

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger
8( Times

CLASSIFIEDS
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Murray Ledger & Times
Sudoku is a number-piaci:1g puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers The obiect 610 place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each coiumn and each
313 cox contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sucfoku increases from Monday lo Sunday

SUDOKU

1

FRIDAY, JUNE 20TH, 2014 AT 2:00 P.M.

Conceptii SudoKu

LOCATION 209 State St., Puryear, TN. Property in TN at
Hazel, KY, Puryear State Line. Watch for Signs!!!

By Dave Green
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Auto industry gets serious about lighter materials

Garage and
Yard Sale Directo

cars by 2017.
materials.
DEE-ANN DURBIN
ALUMINUM: The typical vehicle
"These are the technologies that will
Writer
AP
Auto
FLEA MARKET
around 340 pounds of aluDEARBORN, Mich. (AP) — Roofs creep into vehicles in the next three to five already contains
about 10 percent of the weight
TNT Arena Hazel
made of carbon fiber. Plastic windshields. years," said Matt Zaluzec. Ford's technical minum, Or
midsize car. It's most commonly used
4340
1801
Bumpers fashioned out of aluminum foam. leader for materials and manufacturing of a
(Beside State Line
(KiRKSEY)
in engines, wheels, hoods and trunk lids.
research.
Gatesborough
science
experiment
a
like
sounds
What
Ranch and Horne)
Aluminum is lighter than steel and easy
Some vehicles have already made a
could be your next car.
into a variety of parts. It's also
form
to
Range
2013
Land
Rover's
leap.
lightweight
may
grab
electrics
and
hybrids
While
than steel.
corrosion-resistant
more
last
year.
sale
on
which
went
Rover,
ectitithe headlines, the real frontier in fuel
There are drawbacks. The supply of
dropped around 700 pounds with its allmaterials.
lighter
to
switch
the
is
omy
set,
Tools, bedroom
times greater than that of aluAutomakers have been expenmenting aluminum body. while the new Acura steel is many
glassware,books
and will be for many years.
for decades with light-weighting. as the MDX shed 275 pounds thanks to increased minum,
misc furniture,
also costs 30 percent more than
Buyers and Vendors
LOVE SEAT, COUCH, BABY ITMS,
practice is known, but the effort is gaining use of high-strength steel, aluminum and Aluminum
Collectibles,crafts,
conventional steel, and a rapid increase in
ASSORTED KITCHENWARE, WOMEN'S
Wanted. For setup
the adoption of tougher gas magnesium.
with
urgency
yarn, material, jinsie*y
Ford has unveiled an aluminum-body demand could make aluminum prices
CLOTHING 8-10 SIZES, PURSES,
Info call (270)293mileage standards. To meet the governnurse uniforms, pirsas
F-150 pickup, which shaves up to volatile.
2015
ELECTRONICS, HOUSEHOLD GOODS,
9040 or (270)978-806
fuel
average
doubling
ment's goal of nearly
boots, nice clothes
Still, consultant McKinsey and Co. preBOOKS & MUCH, MUCH MORE!
economy to 45 mpg by 2025. cars need to 700 pounds off the current version. The
aluminum's use in the auto industry
dicts
year.
this
sale
on
later
'goes
truck
PARTY
HUGE 3
lose some serious pounds.
HUGE YARD/
YARD SALE
YARD SALE
The average vehicle has gained more will triple by 2030.
YARD SALE
Lighter doesn't mean less safe. Cars
MOVING SALE
CARBON FIBER: Airplanes use it.
800 pounds over the last 12 years and
• er o ohnny with new materials are already acing gov- than
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homosexuality. Denomination out the Rev. Dennis Kim, the
ASSOCIATED PRESS
BALTIMORE (AP) — An officials ruled the motion out of Korean-American pastor of a
bilingual Maryland church,
Arkansas megachurch pastor order.
might appear with a wonderful sugIn nominating the Rev. who received 41 percent of HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, to this moment has been unsuccesswas elected Tuesday to lead the
votes.
ful Detach Hold a light to the prob- gestion Note how quickly your tune
June 13, 2014:
country's Southern Baptists as Ronnie Floyd for president, the
For 27 years Floyd has been This year you display good sense
lem Study your options and test changes Use the remainder of the
powerful head of Southern
the conservative denomination
tnes to turn around declining Baptist Theological Seminary, the pastor at Cross Church in mixed with a love of adventure This them out Tonight Where great day for more pleasurable pursuits.
and set the stage for a fun few days.
music is played
membership, church attendance the Rev. Albert Mohler, told the northwest Arkansas, where combination points to living your life
Tonight TGIF calls
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
and baptisms and faces increas- crowd of 5,000 meeting in about 8,500 people worship more intensely and experiencing
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Baltimore, "The nation is each week at its several loca- greater success. Pnoritize If you are **** A lot of people could be acting conflict with mainstream
culture, especially over its con- embracing a horrifying moral tions. He succeeds the Rev. single, you will meet Several poten- ing in odd ways Perhaps you are **** You could be taken aback by
viction that gay sex is immoral. rebellion that is transforming Fred Luter Jr., who became the tial sweeties. Choose someone who more off base than you realize. Let what you hear. Whether it is gossip
15.7-million-member knomimight be irrelevant.
Also on Tuesday. the our culture before our very
has a similar energy level to yours. If bygones be bygones, and open up or fact
nation's first African-American
that you have an innate
Understand
loved
trusted
or
nation's largest Protestant eyes."
partner
a
to
more
you are attached, your significant
He warned of "direct chal- president in 2012.
denomination approved a resoamazed at the new- one. Get this person's perspective. quality of openness that makes peobe
might
other
. Kim's supporters had hoped
that.they can share with you.
lution opposing the idea that lenges to our religious freefound you. Give this person some Tonight: Don't try to fight the ple feel
Finish up your errands quickly.
gender identity can be different doms and churches" and said to make history again by elect- time to adjust, and he or she will inevitable.
Tonight: Happiest at home.
from biological sex. The group Floyd is the person who can ing the Nashville-based SBes learn to live more intensely as well. CANCER (June 21-July 22)
declined to consider a motion "convey our message in the first Asian president, sending a CAPRICORN can be a stick in the **** You might see life from a SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
midst of the most trying times." signal that the denomination
made from the floor by one delnew perspective. How you handle a **** You would be wise to balFloyd received 52 percent of associated with white Southern mud.
egate asking that a Southern
personal matter could be subject to ance your checkbook before the end
becoming
culture is
because of recent events. of the day. You might be making a
change
Day
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will have a great time. Tonight: Meet
many possibilities.
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Candler *** Be more forthright and direct
University's
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School of Theology, in your dealings with someone at a **** Your ideas this morning SAGITTARIUS
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Go
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set
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interfere
could
overwhelmed
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showcould
You
strong
distance.
said Kim's
but necessary
ing in the election by the sense of pressure you feel. with the flow. Later today you might morning. An awkward
shows "there's an ele- Forget about second-guessing what be thinking that it is too late to begin discussion could occur with a partner
who is out of sorts. Spending could
a new project or too late to finish
ment within the SBC others are thinking: follow through on
to become a crucial issue.
evolve
early.
off
taking
Consider
the
one.
demoIn
Tonight:
understands
that
what is right for you.
Tonight: Walk to your favorite haunt, You might not like what you hear, but
graphic realities."
limelight.
you'll see the other party's perspecor head to the gym.
He said the denomi- TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
tive. Tonight: Your treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
nation needs to continue **** You might want to approach
to diversify to reverse a situation in a novel way. What will *** Motivating yourself could take CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Honor your feelings. You might
its decline.
become clear is that your path prior a lot of effort A child or loved one
not want to act on them immediately, but be careful not to disregard
them, either. Your ability to float past
problems could emerge Your view
might change, but your emotions will
remain the same Tonight. Let the
party begin.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might want to see a
loved one in a new light, but you
approved a/Y*11
could have a difficult time letting
your guard down. Detach, and preat
tend that you don't know this person. As a result, you will gain a more
positive outlook. Tonight. Skip out
early. TGIF!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Respond to demands, even
if you question your ability to meet
them. In the evening, a meeting will
0140111
open up others to a discussion.
Note that you'll have more support
than, you originally might have
thought. Leam what others want in
exchange. Tonight: Out on the town
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Arkansas pastor is new Southern Baptist president

by Jacqueline Bigar
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Get Dad something he can really
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BORN TODAY
Poet William Butler Yeats (1865),
actor Chris Evans (1981), actor Tim
Allen (1953)
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
hltured is Kalyn Fox with teammate Danielle McMillen after Fox
slid safely into home plate. The
Lady Lakers won all three of their
games to advance to the winner's
bracket and a matchup with
Owensboro Catholic.
The Purchase Area Jefferson
Jackson Dinner was held at the
Curris Center on the campus of
Murray State University. Topping
the list of speakers were Rep. Jody
Richards, State Speaker of the
House, Attorney General Greg
Stumbo, State Representative
Buddy Buckingham, First District
Senate candidate Dennis Null. and
Democratic nominee for U.S.
Senate, Dr. Daniel Mongiardo.
More than 100 people are pictured as they assembled at the
Murray City hall on North Fifth
Street for a ribbon cutting ceremony
held as part of the facility's open
house celebration. The event
included the presence of three former mayors of Murray along with
the current holder of that office,
Tom Rushing. Bill Cherry, Freed
Curd and Melvin Henley were able
to attend along with Kenneth Owen
who sold the former Walnut Plaza
building to the city so it could be
used as the new government headquarters.
Twenty years ago
is
Community
Pictured
Improvement Volunteer President
Jo Benson showing Mayor Bill
Cherry and Judge Executive J. D.
Williams one of the 158 yews now
planted at the courthouse.
Shown is Dr. Tim Miller, chairman of the Murray State University
department of accounting presenting Phil Tibbs a clock in recognition
of his 34 years of service to Murray
State University. Also shown is Dr.
James Booth, acting president of
Murray State University and Dr.
John Thompson, dean of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs.
Thirty years ago
Craftsmen from as far away as
Arizona. Florida and North
Carolina will be exhibiting work in
this weekend's 15th annual Land

• Yeats (1865),
1981), actor Tim

DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend
and I live next to a married couple our age we have befriended.
Unfortunately, the husband has
been making unwanted advances
toward my girlfriend. Being
friendly with them both, we have
kept it to ourselves so as not to
hurt the wife. She's ill and has
been in and
out of the
hospital.
The husis
band
approaching
my girlfriend
he
saying
needs 'stress
relief"
because his
wife is ill. We
feel
now
something
By Abigail
needs to be
Van Buren
said to the
wife, but we
still have to live next door to
them.
We're at a loss. Wbat's the
best way to handle this? -- HAD
ENOUGH IN FLORIDA
DEAR HAD ENOUGH: The
next time this man hits on your
girlfriend, she should tell him
bluntly that it's not her job to
"relieve his stress." That is his
responsibility. She should also
tell him if it happens again she'll
tell you AND his wife what he's
up to.
As to being friendly with this
couple in the future. FORGET
IT. That bridge was burned the
first time he stepped out of line.
imoir
DEAR ABBY: l have a colleague who's a drama queen. Perhaps I'm a little bit guilty. too.
but "Sharon" talks excessively
about her personal life. There's
the boyfriend who doesn't support her and their 2-year-old child
financially or emotionally, her
mom who suffers from many
medical conditions,and her neigh-

Dear Abby

bor whose daughter was murdered some months ago. Sharon's
life seems to be a magnet for
drama.
My colleagues and I have lent
our ears and our shoulders to
cry on. I have also tried to advise
her (like you do) to DO avail.
have now reached my limit. Is
there a tactful way to deal with
her'? We work in proximity at
least half the time, so total avoidance is not possible. -- INUNDATED IN HAWAII
INUNDATED: If
DEAR
Sharon asks you for advice, tell
her you don't have any more to
offer. And if she starts dumping
on you, handle it by saying kindly, but firmly, that you need to
work and don't have time to listen. If you say it often enough,
Sharon will find someone else
to listen. Trust me.
DEAR ABBY: Do you have
any advice for fathers who don't
listen to you? Or fathers who
are too protective and don't know
how to let go? -- STARGIRL IN
MICHIGAN
DEAR STARGIRL: My
advice to fathers would be to
form as close a relationship with
their daughters as they can while
the girls are little. Teenage girls
whose fathers are involved in
their lives tend to engage in sexual activity at later ages.
However, whether a father is
"too protective" may be a question of perspective -- the father's
or the daughter's. I have heard
many adults say in retrospect
how much they appreciate that
their parents were strict. But I have
rarely heard the contrary.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

cr organ and spread to the lung.
To determine what caused your
nodules, your doctor will perform
a thorough evaluation. This usually starts with your medical history. For example, a small lung
nodule in a healthy 40-year-old
who quit smoking IS years ago
robably benign On the other
han , seseral large nodules in a
woman vo ith breast cancer could
mean the cancer has spread.
Next, your doctor will review
your X-rays. Certain characteristics may make the nodules appear
more or less worrisome. For example. a smooth growth that's surrounded by calcium (which appears
white on an X-ray) is almost always
left over from an old infection.
If a nodule is found on a regular X-ray, a doctor will likely
order a computed tomography(CT')
scan, as yours did. Newer types
of tests, such as positron emission tomography (PET) scans, can
provide additional information to
help your doctor determine what
caused . your nodule. These additional tests are definitely superior to the standard X-ray in telling
you there's nothing to worry about.
But they're not perfect.
If your doctor believes your
nodule is benign. he or she may
recommend a repeat X-ray or scan
in three to six months. At that
time, your doctor will check
whether the nodule has grown. If
the nodule remains the same size.
this is usually reassuring.
If your nodule looks suspicious or grows over time, you
may need a biopsy. A small piece
of the nodule will be removed
and examined in a laboratory. That
is the best way of knowing what
you are dealing with. But it's a
procedure you have to go through,
and it's not as simple as a scan.
Someday. scans will be so accurate that you won't have to go
through a biopsy.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: I saw
my doctor because I've been getting short of breath. He did an
X-ray and CT scan that found
three small -poi
Do I have lung cancer.
DEAR READER: The
few things more frustrating.
both you and your doctor, than
when the doctor says: *Well. it's
almost surely
to
nothing
worry about
... but there
is a small possibility that
its bad " How
does
often
that happen?
Pretty much
every day, in
my experience.
The tests
Dr. Anthony
have
we
Komaroff
available
today -- particularly imaging tests
-- are much better at spotting possible problems than the tests available when I was in medical school.
But how good are they at giving
you a clear answer to the simple
question: "Do I have something
to worry about, doctor'?" Not very
good at all.
Pulmonary nodules are a good
example. The term nodule usually describes a small rounded
growth or lump. Nodules can be
a sign of cancer. But more often
they are benign (noncancerous)
growths.
Pulmonary nodules are found
in the lung and have several possible causes. These include:
-- Lung infections, including
infections that occurred years or
decades ago.
-- Exposure to lung irritants.
such as coal dust or silica.
-- Abnormal blood vessels.
-- Minor abnormalities that have
been present since birth.
-- Inflammatory conditions.
-- Lung cancer.
-- Cancer that started in anoth-

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From Heloise
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 12.
the 163rd day of 2014. There are
202 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June .12. 1939. the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum was dedicated in Cooperstown,
New York.
On this date:
In 1776,'Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt
a Bill of Rights.
In 1920, the Republican national convention, meeting in Chicago. nominated Warren G. Hard-

ing for president on the tenth bal- killed outside his home in Jacklot; Calvin Coolidge was nomi- son. Mississippi. (In 1994, Byron
De La Beckwith was convicted
nated for vice president.
In 1942. Anne Frank, a Ger- of murdering Evers and sentenced
man-born Jewish girl living in Ams- to life in prison; he died in 2001.)
In 1964, South African black
terdam, received a diary for her
13th birthday, less than a month nationalist Nelson Mandela was
before she and her family went sentenced to life in prison along
with seven other people, includinto hiding from the Nazis. In 1956, the Flag of the Unit- ing Walter Sisulu. foe.cominining
ed States Army was officially sabotage against ttik apettheid
adopted under an executive order regime.
In 1967, the Supreme Court,
signed by President Dwight D.
in Loving v. Virginia, struck down
Eisenhower.
In 1963, civil rights leader state laws prohibiting interracial
Medgar Evers, 37, was shot and marriages.
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Heloise

slip over the frame of large pictures to prevent
damage. Then pictures can be stacked on top of
each other or side by side with no damage. —
Louise M., Waco, Texas
LAST SWIPE
Dear Heloise: I put on my eye makeup last
thing in the morning. When I am done applying it.
I take my powder brush and do one last quick
swipe under my eyes. It takes away any loose eye
shadow that may have fallen. — S.P., San Angelo,
Texas
CLOTHESPIN BAG
Dear Heloise: I found a great use for an old,
faded denim shoulder bag that I've had for a number of years: It is now my clothespin bag. The
center section holds all the clothespins, the front
pocket holds my sunglasses, and the back pocket
holds an old pair of socks that I use to wipe off
the lines with. That's what I call handy! — AS..
Harrisonburg, Va.
COLOR-COORDINATED
Dear Heloise: My husband wears black socks
all the lune We were having a hard time keeping
the pairs matched because they all look so similar.
I took out my sewing kit and sewed a few stitches into each, with a designating color for each pair.
Now, I can easily match up the socks. — Helen
in San Antonio
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I-210-HELOISE or
entail it to Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(c)20I4 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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RATHER.

I WANT SOMETHING
WAY TTER THAN THAT

SOMEDAY I'LL GET
WHAT I DESERVE

THE LANGUAGE OF UNEN
Dear Heloise: I read your
column in the Omaha (Neb.)
World-Herald. I recently bought
some new cotton bath towels,
which I thought were 100 percent cotton. When I used them,
I found out that they are not
'rabiorPen; 1 looked at the label
-aadirfotriij that. they Aim 100
percent cotton and 100 percent
ALGODON. Can you tell me
what algodon is, and why they use it? Also, can I
do something to the towels to make them absorb
moisture? — Janice K. in Nebraska
Janice, be assured that the towels you bought
are 100 percent cotton. "Algodon" is simply the
Spanish word for "cotton." and you purchased towels with a bilingual label.
Now, how to make them more absorbent? Make
certain that when vou wash the towels, you do not
use fabric softener (liquid or sheets). Fabric softener makes towels absorb less water. — Heloise
BRING BACK THE COLOR
Dear Heloise: Someone asked about bringing
back the natural color of a leather recliner. We had
the exact same problem with a chocolate-brown
recliner and couldn't find any answers. The furniture company had no ideas except to replace the
chair, or the footrest — both very expensive alternatives. Finally. I had a flash. Our local shoemaker deals in leather bags and shoes every day. Bet
he has an idea! For $10.50, he sold us a bottle of
polish, which we rubbed onto the bad place on the
chair. Problem solved! — Grayce U., Davie, Fla.
PICTURE PROTECTION
Dear Heloise: When packing for a move. purchase "swim noodles." Cut one side lengthwise and
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Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts
Festival.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufe Burkeen,
Dexter, will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary on June IS.
Bill Germann, plant manager at
Ken Lake Foods was the guest
speaker at the recent Regional
Home
Economics
Teachers
Association spring meeting.
Approximately 10 women will
comprise the core of the Murray
Bonne Bell Running Clinic for
women including Jan Arnold and
Susan Woods and runners Angela
Tedder,Tisha Ford,Carolyn Tedder.
Eva King, Patty Alvey, Bayberry
Laming, Kathy Blakely and Mary
Moran.
Forty years ago
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club are Kenneth Winters, John
Belt, John Thompson,Tom Shirley,
Bobby McDowell, David Lanier.
Jack Rose,Groover Parker and Ken
Ramsey.
Recent births include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph L. Wilson III and a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Joe T.Thurman,
both on June 7; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roby Autry and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Haverstock, June 9.
Fifty years ago
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lelon Vaughn and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey
Boggess.
Eddie Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Riley of Murray, is stationed
with the U.S. Arm,y at Huntsville,
Ala.
Chuck roast is listed at 39 cents a
pound in the ad for Parker's Food
Market.
Sixty years ago
Sheriff
County
Calloway
Brigham Futrell said he was following the school buses taking children
to the only school in session this
summer, Murray Training School.
Nancy Cotham and Carolyn
Melugin of Murray are on staff at
the Girl Scout's Camp Bear Creek
on Kentucky Lake for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hargrove and
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Hargrove and
children of Phoenix,Ariz. are guests
of relatives here.

Lung nodules are not
always signs of cancer

Neighbor reaching out for relief
should have his hands slapped
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WORLD CUP

Klinsmann:
Unrealistic
for US to
expect title

IIICa
From Pg
email: sportsemurrayledger.com

Showcase at IVISU

SAO PAULO (AP) — Jurgen
Klinsmann maintains the United States
shouldn't be expected to win the World
Cup,even if that stance is upsetting to
some fans back home.
"If it's now American or not
American, I don't know. You can correct me however you want," the U.S.
coach said Wednesday in his first news
conference after arriving at the World
Cup.
Klinsmann won the 1990 World Cup
as a player for West Germany and
coached Germany to the 2006 semifinals. He caused a stir last weekend
when he was quoted by The New York
Times Magazine as saying in a
December interview "we cannot win
this World Cup, because we are not at
that level yet."
The U.S. opens Monday against
Ghana, then plays Portugal and
Germany in one of the more difficult
first-round groups.
Only eight nations have won the
World Cup: Brazil (five titles), Italy
(four), Germany (three), Argentina and
Uruguay (two each), and England.
France and Spain (one apiece).
"I think for us now, talking about
winning a World Cup is just not realistic," Klinsmann said Wednesday. "First
we've got to make it through the group.
So let's stay.with our feet on the ground
and say let's get that group first done,
and then the sky is the limit. But a half
a year before and even today before the
World Cup starts, to say that we should
win the World Cup is just not realistic."
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(Above) Murray High pitcher
Zack Grogan (right) throws
from the bullpen inside Reagan
Field Wednesday at the 2014
Summer Showcase Camp at
Murray State, while Camden
Central, Tenn., pitcher Christian
Vick watches on. (Left) Murray
State assistant baseball coach
Dan Skirka evaluates a pair of
runners during a 60-yard dash
inside the walls of Roy Stewart
Stadium during MSU's summer
showcase Wednesday. Athletes
in attendance toured Murray
State's facilities, while also
receiving instruction during
evaluations by Skirka and others.

World Cup
stadium a
worry still
By JOHN LEICESTER
AP Sports Writer
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By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer

SAO PAULO (AP) — The biggest
question for Thursday's opening match
of the World Cup isn't whether host
Brazil can beat Croatia but how the
unfinished and troublesome Itaquerao
stadium will hold up in its first ever
encounter with a full-capacity crowd.
Will everything work? More importantly, will the 61.600 spectators be
safe? Not even World Cup organizers
can be totally sure. Because of chronic
delays, worker deaths and other problems during its construction, the new
arena has never been match-tested at
close to full capacity.
Heads of state. VIPs and other lucky
ticket holders will, like it or not,
become guinea pigs by making up the
first crowd to completely fill the stadium and put full strain on all its facilities, safety plans and equipment, managers and staff.
"If that was me who had to run that
event, I'd be extremely nervous." said
John Beattie, president of the European
Stadium and Safety Management
Association, an industry group of
sports-venue executives.
Alarmingly, seemingly lax security
at and around the Itaquerao allowed an
Associated Press reporter to wander
freely this week through unfinished and
empty rooms, electrical rooms and
uncompleted executive suites. Exposed
wires and unfitted lights hung from
ceilings. Corridors and other areas
smelling strongly of plaster. paint and
glue were clogged with uninstalled furniture and fittings, piled up crates of
catering equipment and construction
materials waiting to be carted away.
Not once in more than two hours
Tuesday — some 48 hours before the
stadium fills for the opening match —
did anyone ask or challenge the
reporter as he explored multiple floors,
in areas on all four sides of the stadium
and in unfinished hospitality tents outside where sponsors and organizers
will host guests and clients. Only once,
at the perimeter fence when entering
the stadium complex, were the
reporter's credentials and heavy bag
scanned
"That's outrageous," said Lou
Elliston. an inspector at the Sports
Grounds Safety Authority. a British
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COLLEGE WORLD SERIES

Cardinals feel ready for CWS return
By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville's upperclassmen hope their
familiarity with the College World
Series and opening-round opponent
Vanderbilt helps them get off to a good
start in the tournament.
'The Cardinals (50-15) are making
their second straight appearance in
Omaha, Nebraska, and third in the past
seven years under coach Dan
McDonnell. They're also the only team
returning from last spring, their first
appearance since 2007 and one that
ended quickly.
Louisville returns with a better understanding of the atmosphere, and its veterans aim to use that knowledge
Saturday night against the Commodores
TIMOTHY D EASLEY AP Photo
(46-19). The Cardinals are certainly
teammate Logan Taylor
hugs
right,
center
Solak,
Nick
e's
Louisvill
familiar with the Commodores, having
State to win the NCAA
swept them in last year's super regional after the team's 7-4 victory over Kennesaw
regional game In
super
e
and beaten them in last month in college baseball tournament Louisvill
2014.
7,
Nashville. Tennessee.
Louisville, Ky., Saturday, June
"We've been there before, so now we
in the double- town and playing in a venue about tour
know what to expect a little bit," and falling to 1-4 all-time
thunderstorm times the size of their home stadium
a
From
Louisville senior center fielder Cole elimination event
ceremonies. The spotlight was palpable nonetheless.
opening
the
shortened
that
Sturgeon said.
Hoosiers something Louisville's veterans are
by
the
He added that the Cardinals know to being held to four hits
preparing younger teammates for.
Beavers,
the
by
drilled
getting
to
Vanderbilt are "a great team and have
"It was a little overwhelming at first
was
experience
been for a long time.... We've had some Louisville's on-field
out there," he said. "Now to be
going
national
on
the
settled
got
it
before
over
fun games with them over the years It'll
there, it's just a lot of experiback
going
stage.
be a fun night."
and we realize what's going to hap
ence
Kyle
r
left-hande
junior
Cardinals
At least. the Cardinals hope that's the
McGrath recalled bright spots such as
III See CARDS, 11A
OW this time after losing to Indiana (2recognized while walking through
being
ago
year
a
-4)
(II
State
0) and Oregon

Reynolds
leads key
freshmen for
Vanderbilt
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — The
way Bryan Reynolds and his fellow
freshmen are playing is a major reason why Vanderbilt is headed back
to the College World Series for the
first time since 2011.
Reynolds said he got lucky when
he made a diving catch against
Stanford that made national highlight shows and had Tampa Bay
pitcher David Price tweeting about
defense.
But the Commodores return to
the CWS is more than mere chance.
Reynolds is Vanderbilt's top slugger in this NCAA tournament, and
Hayden Stone has a 0.00 ERA working with catcher Jason Delay — both
freshmen. Another freshman, Ro
Coleman, drove in the winning run
See 'DOPES, 11A
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From Page 10A
graduation and the departure of
seven
juniors to the Roc this
pen with all the media and what
year's mix has shown a resolve
not.'
Though returning to the CWS the Cardinals help will carry them
was Louisville's goal, the in the CWS. McDonnell makes a
('ardinals' postseason suggests a point of crediting upperclassmen
team on a mission to go further. that haven't missed a beat while
(hey once again enter on a 5-0 mentoring the younger players.
"We challenged this group,"
roll thanks to veterans such as
McDonnell
left
said. "Can you guys
fielder Jeff Gardner
senior
.321 batting average, 9 home be that first group to maintain that
runs, 68 RBI), the American high level and not take a step
Athletic Conference's player of back? They did.... They obviously wanted it."
the year.
Louisville's youngsters have
Louisville's next challenge is
Aiso thrived,especially a pitching Vanderbilt, a team it's facing for
rotation led by sophomore right- the fourth time in six postseasons.
handers Kyle FunIchouser (13-2. Members of both schools consid117 strikeouts, 1.73 ERA) and er this particular pairing interestAnthony Kidston (9-0, 334) and ing but somewhat fitting given
freshman left-hander Josh Rogers the rivalry.
13-3, 3.63). Freshman designated
At least neither team can claim
hitter Nick Solak meanwhile pro- it's facing the unknown.
pelled the Cardinals to last week"Pretty much it's going to be
end's sweep of Kennesaw State the same thing we've been doing
with go-ahead hits in both games. whatever the past eight years
including a two-run homer in the playing them." Commodores junfifth inning of their 7-4 clinching ior pitcher Tyler Beede said. "It'll
win.
be a cool way to kick off Omaha
Besides filling voids left by for us and for them."

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415

NCAA College %York) Series Glance
At TO Arnerftrade Park Omaha
Omaha, Neb.
All Timm, EDT
Double Elinenation
'At MiCIINIally
Saturday, June le
Garne 1 — UC thane (40-23) vs Texas
(43-19). 3 p.m.
Garne 2 — Louisville (50-15) vs.
Vanderbilt (46-19), 8 p.m
Sunday, June IS
Game 3 — Texas Tech (45-19) vs TCU
(47-16), 3 p.m.
Garne 4 — Virginia (49-14) vs
Mississippi (46-19). 8 p.m.
Monday, June 16

TIMOTHY D EASLEY / AP Photo
Louisville's Nick Burdi, left, jumps into the arms of Kyle
Gibson after Louisville's 7-4 victory over Kennesaw State
In an NCAA college baseball tournament super regional
game in Louisville, Ky., Saturday, June 7, 2014..
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opening match," the organizing
committee said in a one-paragraph statement.
Inside the arena, one corridor
behind an open door marked
"Medical Room" in fact led to a
completely
empty
room.
Electrical wires poked out from
walls and ceilings. Safety barriers to prevent people from tumbling onto seated spectators
waited under plastic to be fitted.
In temporary tented areas just
outside the stadium where sponsors will welcome guests, sink
units in washrooms were strewn
on the floor or leaned drunkenly
against each other, awaiting
plumbers. One main stadium
entrance was cluttered with piles
of unfitted furniture and other
fittings under plastic wraps.
Workers were beavering
away. By the end of the day,outside lighting that was lying on
the ground just hours earlier was
installed and working.
"That doesn't sound like tidying up work to me. That sounds
like 'you're still struggling to get
the -plaoe--epen' works," said
Beattie. Just two matches
not the
three FIFA usually wants —
were held at the haquerao to test

its readiness before the opening very difficult to test a new venue
game which, FIFA says, could under full capacity,"
draw a global television audi"A test event at 37,000 peoence of I billion.
ple for a 60.000-capacity (arena)
Last month, FIFA secretary is fairly reasonable. That would
general Jerome Valcke tweeted count as nearly full," Elliston
that it is "vital for us that all agreed. "It's got to be over half
facilities will be tested under full full to be a good test."
match conditions," including
The temporary stands are
temporary seating installed for unprotected against rain. Sao
the World Cup. Yet neither test Paulo saw driving rain this
match had more than 37,000 week. Parts of the stadium roof
people — just 60 percent capac- also aren't finished and won't be
ity.
until after the World Cup. leav"That just seems too low to
ing seats below exposed. Beattie
me," said Beattie. "You need to
noted that "people tend not to sit
have comfort that that event is
when it rains, they stand if they
going to work. And I wouldn't,
get wet," and that can be a probin that scenario, have that much
lem for temporary seating
comfort."
The two steep banks of tem- because "you've got the potenporary seating tacked on at both tial for more movement, which
ends of the stadium haven't been puts more stress on the strucfully tested in a match. Brazilian ture."
But experts also noted there's
authorities inspected and cleared
so much planning stadium
only
those stands for use, but only
one of them was used in the sec- managers can do.
"At some stage, you have a
ond and final test match on June
full house for the first time,"
I.
Jeffrey Mann, chief opera- said Martin Murphy, director of
tions officer of the
International Assoc"
of who oversaw its. opening in
Venue Managers, called a 2010. "And it's only when
37,000-strong crowd "a very you've had that that you know
good test" and added: "It's very, your systems work completely."
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Game 5 — Game 1 low vs. Game 2
loser, 3pm.
Cum 6 — Game 1 lamer vs. Game 2
weever. 6 p.m
Tuesday. June 17
Game 7 — Gams 3low vs Game 4
low,3 p m.
Game 8— Game 3 vnmar vs Game 4
winner, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, JUNI IS
Game — Game 5 winner vs. Game 6
low.8 p.m.
Thursday. June 19
Gan* 10 — Game 7 winner vs Gains
8 low,8 pm
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From Page 10A
government regulator of football
venues in England and Wales.
She oversaw the openings of the
renovated Wembley Stadium in
London and the new Emirates
Stadium that Arsenal moved to
in 2006.
"Its just unthinkable. You
could not wander around
Wembley. You would just come
across doors that you couldn't
get through. That is a big issue."
"It's a security risk, if nothing
else." she added. "The stadium
has got to be locked down and
secure,"
Beattie added: "For an event
of that nature you'd think it
a mild be shut down. you know,
a month ago."
Corinthians.the club that will
use it after the World Cup, said
the venue received all the necessary permits from local authorities for the opening game. FIFA
didn't immediately respond to
.ernailed questions. Brazilian
World Cup organizers said
inspections "fok the safety and
security licenses have been
completed in line with standard
Brazilian procedures."
"All will be in place for the
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From Page 10A
in the regional with a pinch-hit,
walk-off single.
Junior pitcher Tyler Beede
said Tuesday that they've been
watching Reynolds, Delay,
Stone and the other freshmen
playing like this all season.
"So it's nothing that's kind of
too surprising to us, but obviously on a bigger stage for freshmen to play like that is certainly
great to see," Beede said."Those
guys probably feel like sophomores now."
Reynolds from Brentwood,
Tennessee, has been helping
lead the Commodores at the
plate and in the field. A .343 batter for the whole season, he has
upped his production in the
NCAA tournament. Now he has
a .520 batting average, a .640
slugging percentage and a teambest eight RBI. He went 8-for12 at the plate in the three-game
series against Stanford.
In the field, he has 10
putouts, and his diving catch to
rob Stanford's Brant Whiting in
the seventh inning was his best
highlight. Reynolds said he
thought he was going to scoop
the ball off a bounce and got
lucky when it stayed in the air.
He can't recall ever making a
play like that is his career.
.‘tora4a.uula.x.perience
to do thittotor Stonikbecause he
was pitching a heck of a game,"
Reynolds said.
The right-hander, a fellow

Tennessean from Columbia, got
the clinching win in his first
postseason appearance. All he
did was strike out eight in six
innings coming out of the
bullpen. giving him a team-best
0.00 ERA.
"If you looked at all three of
those kids, they handle themselves the same way," Vanderbilt
coach Tim Corbin said. "Very
appropriate. They're mature,
they're quiet, they go about business well. There's some evenness to their personality, and
they certainly are productive."
Other freshmen have played
roles as well. Centerfielder
Nolan Rogers has started 39 of
his 54 games played. Left-handers John Kilichowski and Ben
Bowden have joined Stone coming out of the bullpen, though
they have yet to appear in a
game this postseason.
Corbin said he can't say that
he expected his freshmen to
have this much success at the
beginning of the season because
gauging what freshmen will do
is tough until they start playing
other teams.
Reynolds says he really doesn't feel like a freshman now,
especially after all the work last
fall with the team. But he came
into this season just wanting to
help out anyway possible.
NoW he's preparing for
Omajiii.. and Saturday night's
opener against Louisville.
"It's going to be a blast."
Reynolds said.

THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
Date At Time
Friday, June 27, 2014
1:00 PM - Shotgun Start
Rain Date. Friday, July II. 2014

2014
Max Hurt Memorial
Golf Tournament

'mention
Murray Country Club
Murray, Kentucky
Entry Fermat
Two-person scramble
108 players

.tnartts
Prizes will be awarded to the 1st. 5th. 10th. 15th and last place winners.
First Race - $100 Pro Shop Gift Cert.
Longest Drive on #14
Within 20' of pin on #2 and #11
Closest-to-Pin on #7
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Sponsorships
$150 provides the sponsor with a sign and two player passes;
Both players must be registered by June 17,2014.

13TH MONTH FREE
Starting on

FRI., JUNE 13TH thru MON., JUNE 30TH
call or come by and take advantage
of this great deal!

Entry Fee
$100 per team of two players payable in advance (by June 17).
Includes cart and green fees.
This will be the only means of recording players and fees paid.
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Return completed entry form with check by June 17.2014
Rotary Golf Tournament
to:
P.O. Box 411
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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'The toughest test in golf.'
Scott major
threat everywhere
but US Open

o 1. 1

Cit

first week at No. 1 in the world,
he won at Colonial. A week
later, he was tied for the lead at
PINEHURST. N.C. (AP) — the Memorial with seven holes
Adam Scott is trying to build a to play until he put one tee shot
golf game that can travel to any in the water and took two shots
golf course in the world for any to get out of a bunker.
Even so, he has no comtournament.
He can only hope it knows plaints with his game.
Scott is among the best drivthe way to Pinehurst No. 2. Or
in golf and has been for the
ers
that
for
course,
Open
II.S.
any
last two years. That would seem
matter.
Scott goes into this U.S. to suit him well at a U.S. Open.
Open as one of the favorites where accuracy is always a prebecause of his game, his form mium. His putting comes and
and his world ranking. The goes — not even the long putter
Australian didn't reach No. 1 in has cured that inconsistency. But
the world by accident. He has the rest of his game is wellwon six times around the world rounded.
"Maybe it's coincidence that I
in the last oko years and really
haven't had my best stuff at a
thrived in the majors.
He won the Masters last year U.S. Open," Scott said. "But I
for his first major. He could eas- certainly feel like where my
ily have won the last two U.S. game is at now, and the past few
CHUCK BURTON / AP Photo
Opens. He was in the hunt at the years. I should be able to comst, N.C., Tuesday,
Pinehur
in
ent
tournam
golf
Open
U.S.
practice round for the
PGA Championship last year at pete here. I'm trying to build a Erik Compton signs autographs after a
game that can play anywhere. June 10, 2014. The tournament starts Thursday.
Oak Hill.
But the toughest test in golf? So it's a good week for me to
Scott hasn't broken 70 at the turn the corner and get in conU.S. Open in five years. lie has tention.
"I think this course sets up
missed the cut as often as he has
to me."
well
And
each.
times
six
—
it
made
He plays the opening two
in those six times he completed
72 holes, he has yet to finish rounds in what has been
under par. His best performance described as the "Masters"
grouping — with Bubba Watson
as a tie for 15th.
"I've talked to you all about and Charl Schwartzel. Scott said
10 years of playing pretty aver- the only similarities between
age, by my own expectations in Augusta National and Pinehurst
majors. and tried to improve that No. 2 are the options around the
the enormity of it.
intimidated by other, people, South Africa, Louis Oosthuizen
By PAUL NEVVBERRY
grasp,"
to
the last few years," Scott said green — chipping, putting.
hard
"It's
the
As
el.
Schwartz
Chad
and
you're not intimidated by the
AP National Writer
actually
"Charl
Wednesday. "And I think I've pitching — and knowing where
said.
Compton
the
group walked away from
situation."
the
done a good job — but maybe not to miss.
18th tee, someone shouted out, asked me,'Did they take out
disheart
with
d
Diagnose
he
tested,"
be
will
"Patience
PINEHURST, N.C.(AP) —
not quite as good at the U.S.
heart?'"
Compton "Go Dawgs!" — a reference to whole
said.
When Erik Compton strolls up ease as a child.
Open."
While that may be someone
t at Compton's college days at the
transplan
first
his
received
been
has
His patience already
to the first tee at Pinehurst No.
Scott is riding some reasonheart in his chest, the
else's
Georgia.
of
y
Universit
he
years later,
2 on Thursday, he'll be in some age 12. Sixteen
ably good momentum. In his tested plenty in the U.S. Open.
r and determination is
willpowe
as
calm
as
Compton looked
suffered a major heart attack
unfamiliar territory.
s. There are guys
Compton'
all
to
figure
doesn't
That
be.
could
himself to
The only other time he but managed to drive
given up on this
would've
who
nt
quickly enough to change when the tourname
played in one of golfs biggest the hospital
even without a
ago,
long
dream
extend his life with another begins.
events was four years ago.
malady along
tening
"There's no doubt that's one life-threa
transplant.
He missed the cut.
way.
the
Charles
said
es,"
Now 34, he has qualified for of his advantag
But if you're expecting
After turning pro in 2001.
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Compton at US Open after
2nd heart transplant
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Say you need a high, soft
iron shot to hold your ball on
the green,and the wind is
are some adjustments to
Here
you.
behind
help you: Firsi take a club that is one
club length longer than you normally
would. Next,align the ckibface square
to target, but set your body line slightly
left of target. You are positioned to make a
swing that will cut across the ball from
outside to inside, putting a "fade" spin on
the ball that will make it fly higher and
land softer Also position the ball one
ball-width more forward
than normal in your stance.
This allows contact at the
bottom of the swing arc,
adding more loft. Fuially,
make sure to make an
extra-slow, smooth,
rhythmic swing.

High +,Soft = Hold
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By Jim Mclean, owner,
Jim McLean Golf School, author of the best-selling books
The Slot Swing" and "The 8-Step Swing," illustrated by Phil Franke'
very Goff Sher Munising Prest) 4,)
golf tips and advict_buy "Mester Strokes. 401 Proven Lessons for ktiesierini_E
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